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Insulated Sectional Garage
and House Entrance Doors

A BRITISH OWNED COMPANY

Beautifully Created
Composite Sectional
and Entrance Doors
Compliment both - house and garage door.
Bespoke design
1000's of colours
Multiple glazing options
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Whether you want to add a stylish touch to your garage, create a bespoke
entrance with a composite door to match your existing design or to replace
both and create a whole new look, Birkdale have the answer.
We have invested heavily in new machinery so we can provide composite
doors with different surface nishes and optional glazing choices in
thousands of colours; all from our UK manufacturing plant.
We welcome you to open this brochure, let your imagination design and
create a beautiful kerbside appearance for your home.
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Composite Sectional
Garage Doors

Space Saving
Insulated
Secure
Fingersafe Panel Design
Mid-Ribbed or Flat
panel design.
500 / 555 / 610

Fingersafe, insulated panel filled with high
density foam enclosed in profiled steel
outer sheet for greater strength.

AVAILABLE IN ONE OF TWO DESIGNS
AND FOUR FINISHES SMOOTH, TEXTURED,
TIMBER OR WOODGRAIN EFFECT
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Innovative Operator
Low maintenance and only
ONE moving part making it
one of the most reliable
operators available on the
market.

Unique glazing options.

Over 16000 colours
available.

1. Smooth
2. Textured
3. Woodgrain
4. Timber effect

Remote control
as standard.
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Modern or Traditional
- we can make it work
We can offer a variety of glazing styles, with frames available in several shapes
and sizes. We give you complete freedom in arranging them; your door can be
glazed from top to bottom, left to right or angled across. Mixing them together
can help you achieve interesting and stylish designs, making a real architectural
statement.

Sizes of Cassettes
BRUSHED METAL

LARGE EMBOSSED ABS

SMALL EMBOSSED ABS

229

229

230

635

178

230
MEDIUM EMBOSSED ABS

MEDIUM EMBOSSED ABS WITH CROSS

330

330
520

520

Glazing Examples
CLEAR

OBSCURE

CUSTOM DESIGNS

The glazing options are available with a clear or obscure polycarbonate inll tted
with either a brushed metal surround or a woodgrain embossed ABS frame,
(colour matched to the door). Optional custom designed artwork also available
see page 7.
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Bespoke

glazing options
Want something customized? A logo, crest
or emblem for instance. We can supply
almost any design. Please contact our sales
team to discuss your options.

These sample
designs are
just an example
of what we can
do.

Cassette
Types

BRUSHED METAL

ABS

Two types of cassettes
are available. Both stylish
and high quality to match
most architectural styles.
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Composite
Entrance and
Garage Doors.
A match made
into reality.
With our unique
coating systems and
garage door panel
conguration we
provide more choice
than ever before.
Added to this, our
compact hidden spring
system and double
roller system, you will
achieve not only a
fantastic look but a
precisely engineered
door that has industry
leading warranties.
With extensive
research and
development we take
the worry out of your
purchase ensuring you
get real value with a
lasting design.

FLAT WOODGRAIN

FLAT TIMBER EFFECT

DOUBLE ROLLERS

MID-RIBBED WOODGRAIN
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MID-RIBBED SMOOTH

FLAT TIMBER EFFECT

FLAT WOODGRAIN
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PRO+Control Unit
EXTRA FLEXIBLE THANKS
TO SEPARATE CONTROL
UNIT HOUSING
Flexibility

PRO+
three exible
installation options

ź Separate control unit housing for installing on the

wall or ceiling, depending on your requirements.
ź The existing power socket in the garage is
optimally suited for the power supply.
ź When installing the separate control unit housing
on the wall, the interior push-button is a
convenient distance from the exit door.
ź The control unit housing, which can be installed
separately, makes an additional power socket and
elaborate electric work unnecessary.

The PRO+ operator comes with:
3-piece track including carriage, control unit housing,
xing material (bracket, attachment to header and
ceiling mounting unit), push arm and door bracket, preprogrammed Pearl 4-command transmitter.

Lock
Electro Magnetic Lock (option)
To give added security the Electro Lock is engaged directly into the
motor preventing forced rotation of the motor. The added value of an
extra 3000 newton’s force gives added security and peace of mind. The lock
will engage in any position when the operator is not active. Upon signalling from
your handset the lock releases to allow free movement of your Operator.

Senso
Humidity sensor (option)
For measuring temperature and humidity of the garage.
The carriage will automatically open the door as much as it is needed and
provides perfect air circulation, once the ideal value is reached, the door will
be closed again and the risk of molding decreases.

Alarm
Alarm / Warning buzzer (option)
The alarm recognises a break-in attempt and outputs a loud signal
tone. The warning buzzer, on the other hand, outputs an acoustic
signal during the closing process or when the slip door is open.
The active time with the slip door open is adjustable. This also
allows a doorbell function (signal when entering). Pre-warning
before closing process also possible.
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Mid-Ribbed
or Flat Panels
AVAILABLE IN ONE OF
TWO DESIGNS AND
FOUR FINISHES:
SMOOTH, TEXTURED,
TIMBER OR
WOODGRAIN EFFECT.

STA

COLNDARD
OUR

JET BLACK - SMOOTH

Minimum space required as standard:
Sideroom: 90mm
Headroom: 120mm
90mm LHS*

90mm RHS**

120mm

**RHS Right Hand Sideroom
*LHS Left Hand Sideroom

TEXTURED - ANY COLOUR
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SMOOTH - ANY COLOUR

WOODGRAIN - ANY COLOUR

STA

STA

COLNDARD
OUR

COLNDARD
OUR

ANTHRACITE GREY - SMOOTH

PURE WHITE - SMOOTH

TIM
EFF BER
ECT

IRISH OAK

TIM
EFF BER
ECT

GOLDEN OAK

TIM
EFF BER
ECT

TIM
EFF BER
ECT

MAHOGANY

WALNUT

*Some timber effect and smooth entrance doors are only available in certain styles, please ask for details.
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Solid and Secure
Composite Doors
Our Composite Entrance doors are available in 1000's of
colours to perfectly match our garage door. A small
selection is shown below.

STANDARD FRAME

Choose from three styles and then, if you desire, add one
of the many glazing options.
Birkdale have chosen what we feel compliment our
garage doors the most but we also have a further
comprehensive range of doors.
Please ask for our entrance door brochure if you would
like a different design.

CUSTOM COLOUR FRAME

Door Hardware
Letter Plate

White

Black

Pad Handle

Satin Silver

Polished Gold

Polished Chrome

Available with
or without
Spyhole
Viewer

COLOUR: CREAM

COLOUR: LIGHT GREY

COLOUR: ROSEWOOD

COLOUR: TURQUOISE BLUE

Inline and
Offset Pull
Handles
Contemporary Knocker

Simple Urn
Knocker

Urn Knocker

Available in
lengths from
400mm to
1800mm

Door Pull

Numbers and Letters
Escutcheon
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VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

FLAT

COLOUR: DUCK EGG

COLOUR: SKY BLUE

COLOUR: ULTRAMARINE BLUE

COLOUR: PURPLE VIOLET

COLOUR: SILK GREY

COLOUR: GOLDEN OAK

COLOUR: TRAFFIC RED

COLOUR: TRAFFIC GREY

COLOUR: CREAM

COLOUR: PURPLE VIOLET

COLOUR: ULTRAMARINE BLUE

COLOUR: BLACK
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ROLLER SHUTTERS

ROLLER DOORS

AWNINGS

PERGOLAS

WINDOW BLINDS

PATIO ENCLOSURES

LIGHT
& SWITCHES
SENSORS
& SURVEILLANCE

CLIMATE
CONTROL

BLINDS
& SHUTTERS

SMARTLOCK

BIFOLD DOORS

HOME AUTOMATION
GARAGE
DOORS

Birkdale Manufacturing Group Ltd
Unit 5, Eastgate Park
01724 282 171
Arkwright Way
01724 282 170
Queensway Industrial Estate
sales@birkdale.co.uk
Scunthorpe
www.birkdale.co.uk
North Lincolnshire
53.567923, -0.617272
DN16 1AE
Colours are a representation only. Please ask to see our actual samples. Our doors are virtually maintenance free. However, to maintain the CE
certification an annual low cost service is needed.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES TO OUR PRODUCTS WITHOUT NOTIFICATION.

